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FIRST AND SECOND-ORDER CORRECTIONS TO THEEIKONAL PHASE SHIFTS FOR THE INTERACTIONSOF TWO DEFORMED NUCLEIZ. MetaweiPhysis Department, Faulty of Siene, Cairo UniversityGiza, Egypt(Reeived Otober 4, 1999; Revised version reeived January 14, 2000)We present �rst and seond-order orretions to the eikonal phase shiftsfor the interations of two deformed nulei. The elasti sattering di�eren-tial ross-setion has been alulated for the interations of 12C�12C systemat energy 1016, 1449 and 2400 MeV. The two results alulated from the�rst and seond-order orretions do not give substantial improvement be-tween the experimental data and the theoretial alulations for the elastisattering. The de�etion funtion and the S-matrix have been alulatedinluding the �rst and seond-order orretions to the eikonal phase shift.Also, the near-side and the far-side deompositions of the sattering ampli-tude have been alulated inluding the �rst and seond-order orretionsto the eikonal phase shifts.PACS numbers: 24.10.Cn 1. IntrodutionThe sattering proesses have been extensively studied within the frame-work of the eikonal approximation method [1�7℄. The orretion to theeikonal phase shift has been studied by many authors. Wallae [8℄ has eval-uated the eikonal expansion of the potential sattering T -matrix withoutapproximation through third order in the inverse momentum. A systematiprogram of evaluating the �rst three eikonal orretions to Glauber theoryhas been developed and simple formulas for the eikonal phase orretionshave been given. Wallae has dedued a generating funtion for the eikonalphase orretions of arbitrary order and also has onjetured a sum of theeikonal expansion valid in the limit of high energy and arbitrary potentialstrength. The orretion to the eikonal phase shift has been studied forheavy ion reations and for proton�nuleus reations. For proton�nuleusreations, Waxman has evaluated the �rst orretion term to the eikonal(713)



714 Z. Metaweiphases in losed form for the ase of sattering from a potential with a spin�orbit omponent. Waxman et al. [9℄ have generalized Wallae's results inthe ase of sattering from a potential with a spin�orbit as well as a en-tral omponent. Corretions to the Glauber model have been studied forproton�nuleus elasti sattering at 1 GeV in the Glauber Model [10℄. It hasbeen found that up to momentum transfer q � 2�2.5 fm�1 the alulationsan be performed with on�dene. Going to higher values of q would re-quire a better knowledge of the nuleon�nuleon interation as well as moreareful estimates of orretions to the Glauber amplitude. For the ase ofheavy ion reations, Donnelly et al. [1℄ have alulated orretions to thelowest-order Glauber results to improve the agreement with experimentaldata for heavy ion sattering at intermediate and high energy. Their workis an appliation of some of the idea of Wallae [8℄ and Swift [11℄ to studyelasti heavy ion sattering at intermediate to high energies. These or-retions may be of signi�ant value in desribing heavy ion reations, sinethey retain the straight line trajetory of the simple Glauber theory whilefolding the atual semi-lassial trajetory into an e�etive potential alongthe straight line path. The validity of the eikonal approximation and its �rstfew orretions in a low energy regime has been studied by Lombard andCarstoiu [6℄ to alulate the total and reation ross-setions. Their resultswere oherent enough to reveal a general behavior. They have found thatthe eikonal approximation is a good starting point, even at 10 MeV/nuleon,to alulate �t and �R. Corretions give a result within 1% (or better) ofthe quantum mehanial value. The �rst and seond order orretions to theeikonal phase shifts have been presented for heavy ion elasti sattering [7℄.The eikonal phase shifts have been modi�ed to inlude the de�etion e�etdue to the Coulomb �eld. Inluding the �rst-and seond-order orretionsimproves the agreement with the experimental data and the optial modelresult for the elasti satterings in the 16O+40Ca and 16O+90Zr systems atElab = 1503 MeV.In this work, the �rst- and seond- order orretions to the eikonal phaseshifts have been presented to alulate the elasti sattering di�erentialross-setion for 12C�12C system at energy 1016, 1449 and 2400 MeV. Ouralulations are performed for two deformed nulei. The de�etion funtionand the S-matrix have been alulated for our reations. The near-side andthe far-side deompositions of the di�erential ross-setion have been alu-lated by using the seond-order orretions to the eikonal phase shifts. Theformalism is presented in Setion 2. Setion 3 is devoted to the results anddisussion. The onlusion is given in Setion 4.



First and Seond-Order Corretions to the Eikonal Phase Shifts: : : 7152. The formalismThe elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion for symmetri system isgiven by �el = jf(�) + f(� � �)j2 (2.1)while for non symmetri system is given by�el = jf(�)j2 : (2.2)The elasti sattering amplitude onsidering the Coulomb e�et is given byf(�) = f(�) + (2ik)�1 X̀(2`+ 1) exp(2i�`)(S` � 1)P`(os �) ; (2.3)f(�) is the usual point harge Coulomb amplitude, �` is the point hargeCoulomb sattering phase shift, and S` is given byS` = exp(2iÆ`) ; (2.4)where Æ` is the omplex nulear phase shift, whih is obtained from [12℄Æ` = 12{(b) : (2.5)For potential sattering the eikonal expansion has been derived by Wal-lae [8℄ and Lombard [6℄{(b) =Xn � �n+1k(n+ 1)! � bk2 ��b � ��k 1k�n 1Z�1 V n+1(r)dZ : (2.6)Note that � is the redued mass and that we have set ~ = 1 The zero orderterm in equation (2.6) gives the eikonal phase{0(b) = ��k 1Z�1 V (r)dZ : (2.7)For loal potential the �rst and seond order orretions are given, respe-tively, by [6℄ {1(b) = ��22k3 �1 + b ��b� 1Z�1 V 2(r)dZ ; (2.8){2(b) = ��36k5 �3 + 5b ��b + b2 �2�b2� 1Z�1 V 3(r)dZ : (2.9)



716 Z. MetaweiV (r) is the optial potential. In our work the two nulei are onsidered tohave a stati quadrupole deformation, so, one an write V (r; �1; �2) as [13℄V = X̀1;`2 V (`1; `2) ;where V (0; 0) = 2� 1Z0 dkk2j0(kr)~t0(e; k)A0(1)00 (k)A0(2)00 (k) ;V (0; 2) = 2p5� 1Z0 dkk2j2(kr)~t0(e; k)[A0(1)00 (k)A0(2)20 (k)P2(os �2)+A0(1)20 (k)A0(2)00 (k)P2(os �1)℄ ;V (2; 2) = X`=0;2;4 10� i�`(2`+ 1)� 2 2 `0 0 0�� 1Z0 dkk2j`(kr)~t0(e; k)A0(1)20 (k)A0(2)20 (k)� 2Xm=�2� 2 2 `m �m 0� d2m0(�1)d2�m0(�2) (2.10)and A0̀n(k) = Æn0 1Z0 dr0r02�`0(r0)j`(kr0) ; (2.11)�1,�2 are the two Euler angles and � 2 2 `0 0 0� is the 3j-symbol. ~t0(e; k) isthe Fourier transform of t0(e; y)t0(e; y) = t(e; y)[1 � C(y)℄ ; (2.12)t(e; y) is the energy dependent onstituent-averaged two-nuleon transitionamplitude obtained from sattering experiments, e is the NN kineti energyin the .m frame, y is the NN relative separation and C(y) is the Pauliorrelation funtion, given byC(y) � 14 exp��k2F y210 � and KF = 1:36 fm�1 : (2.13)



First and Seond-Order Corretions to the Eikonal Phase Shifts: : : 7173. Results and disussionWe have alulated the elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion for twodeformed nulei by using the eikonal phase shift and its two higher-orderorretions. These alulations have been performed for 12C�12C systemat energies 1016, 1449 and 2400 MeV. In Fig. 1, the short-dashed urve isthe result for the zero-order eikonal phase shifts, while the long-dashed urveand the solid urve are the results for the �rst- and seond-order orretions.We an see from Fig. 1 that the di�erene between the long-dashed brokenline, the short-dashed broken line and the solid line is onsiderable whenompared with the experimental data [14�16℄. These di�erenes give somevariations in the depth of the minimum. We an see from Fig. 1 that thetwo results alulated from the �rst- and seond-order orretions improvethe agreement with the observed data at large sattering angles for the threereations onsidered. We an see from Fig. 1(a) that the result alulatedfrom the seond-order orretion gives a satisfatory agreement with theexperimental data up to �:m: = 12Æ. After that it gives a larger value thanthe experimental data. Fig. 1(b) shows that the result alulated with theseond-order orretion agrees with the experimental data up to �:m: = 6Æ.Then it gives a larger value than the experimental data. For the ase of12C�12C reations at energy 2400 MeV, the alulation of the seond-orderorretion agrees with the experimental data up to �:m: = 4Æ. Then it givesa larger value than the experimental data.



718 Z. Metawei

Fig. 1. The elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion for the interations of(a) 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV, (b) 12C�12C system at energy 1449 MeVand () 12C�12C system at energy 2400 MeV. The short dashed broken line rep-resents the alulations for zero-order orretion of the eikonal phase shift. The�rst-order orretion (long dashed broken line) and the seond-order orretion(solid line) for the eikonal phase shift are shown in Fig. 1.



First and Seond-Order Corretions to the Eikonal Phase Shifts: : : 719The de�etion funtion has been alulated for the three reations on-sidered here along with the S-matrix. The de�etion funtion for a realoptial potential has been alulated from,�` = 2 dd` (�` +<Æ`) ; (3.1)where �` is the Coulomb phase shift and Æ` is the nulear phase shift.Fig. 2 shows the de�etion funtion for 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV.

Fig. 2. The de�etion funtion (a) along with the S-matrix (b) are alulated for12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV. The short dashed broken line representsthe alulations of the zero-order orretion to the eikonal phase shift. The longdashed broken line and the solid line represent the alulations for the �rst andseond-order orretion, respetively.



720 Z. MetaweiThe short dashed broken urve represents the results of the zero-order eikonalphase shift. The long dashed broken urve and the solid urve represent theresults of the �rst- and seond-order orretions. We an see from Fig. 2that the rainbow sattering angle value,minimum of the de�etion funtion,dereases with inreasing the order of the orretion of the eikonal phaseshift. The S-matrix is shifted to the right with inreasing the order of theorretion. Also, the de�etion funtion is shifted to higher values of the par-tial wave. The de�etion funtion and the S-matrix have been alulatedalso for 12C�12C system at energies 1449 and 2400 MeV. The de�etion fun-tion and the S-matrix have the same smooth shape for the three reationsonsidered here. So, we put in the paper the de�etion funtion and theS-matrix alulated for 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV only. The val-ues of the rainbow sattering angles, the rainbow partial wave, the grazingpartial wave and the values of the S-matrix at the rainbow sattering anglesare shown in Table I. We an see from Table I that the rainbow satteringangle values derease with inreasing the energy. The rainbow partial waveand the grazing partial wave inrease with inreasing the energy. Also,thevalue of the S- matrix at the rainbow angle inreases with inreasing theenergy. Conerning the strong absorption, we have found that jS`j � 0 for` = 34; 27 and 23 for the interations of 12C�12C system at energy 1016,1449 and 2400 MeV, respetively. This shows that the strong absorptiondereases with inreasing the energy. TABLE IParameters haraterizing the de�etion funtion and the S-matrix for the inter-ations of two deformed nulei.Reation Energy (MeV) �r Lr Lg |SLr |12C�12C 1016 -3.28 35 62 0.00612C�12C 1449 -2.22 37 70 0.01712C�12C 2400 -1.45 45 87 0.027The near-side and the far-side deompositions of the sattering ampli-tudes have been performed aording to Fuller formalism by replaing theassoiated Legendre polynomial P`(os �) by [17℄~Q�̀(os �) = 12 �P`(os �)� i 2�Q`(os �)� ; (3.2)where Q` is a Legendre funtion of the seond kind. Fig. 3 shows theontributions of the near-side and the far-side omponents to the elastisattering ross-setion along with the total di�erential ross-setion for the



First and Seond-Order Corretions to the Eikonal Phase Shifts: : : 721
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Fig. 3. The near-side (short dashed broken line) and the far-side (long dashedbroken line) omponents of the elasti sattering along with the total di�erentialross-setion (solid line) alulated using the seond-order orretion to the eikonalphase shift. The alulations are performed for (a) 12C�12C system at energy 1016MeV, (b) 12C�12C system at energy 1449 MeV and () 12C�12C system at energy2400 MeV.interations of 12C�12C system at energy 1016, 1449 and 2400 MeV. Thenear-side and the far-side deompositions of the sattering amplitude havebeen alulated with the seond-order orretions to the eikonal phase shift.We an see from Fig. 3 that the osillations observed at forward angles in thetotal di�erential ross-setion for the three reations are due to the stronginterferene between the near-side and the far-side ontributions. This isbeause the total di�erential ross-setion is not only the sum of the near-side and the far-side distributions but ontains also the interferene termrepresenting the interferene between the near-side and the far-side. Thenear-side and the far-side ross-over ours at angles �:m: = 2:8Æ, 2Æ and 1.4Æfor the interations of 12C�12C system at energies 1016, 1449 and 2400 MeV,respetively. We an see from Fig. 3 that the ross-over angles derease withinreasing the energy of the interations. The exponential fall o� followingthe interferene pattern is due to the dominane at large angles of the far-sideamplitude and should thus be referred to as a far-side tail [14,18℄ rather thana nulear rainbow e�et. It is seen from Fig. 3 that the far-side distributionsshow osillations. Osillations will show up only if we have the beating of two



First and Seond-Order Corretions to the Eikonal Phase Shifts: : : 723waves belonging to the di�erent negative branhes of the de�etion funtion[18℄. We an notie from Table I that the nulear rainbow, minimum of thede�etion funtion, is shifted toward the small S-matrix element, lower Lvalue than the grazing one. We notie also that the residual rainbow featurehas moved forward in angle that it overlaps with the far/near interferenepattern. This result was obtained by MVoy [19℄. Our results show thatthe nulear rainbow is obsured by the strong absorption [20℄ and annotbe reognized. The absorption for L � Lr is strong enough to make a truerainbow pattern unobservable, but it is not strong enough to destroy thepattern of the far-side dominane due to the partial waves with L betweenLr and Lg [19℄. The osillations in the near-side distributions are ausedby the interferene of the refrative and di�rative omponents of the near-side ross-setion [21℄. Comparing our results obtained for the near-side andfar-side distributions whih are alulated using the seond order orretionto the eikonal phase shift with that alulated for two spherial nulei [22℄.We an �nd that the behavior of the near-side and the far-side distributionsdoes not hange by onsidering both the target and projetile as deformednulei, also, does not hange by taking the seond order orretion of theeikonal phase shift into onsideration.4. ConlusionWe have alulated the elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion for theinterations of 12C�12C system at energies 1016, 1449 and 2400 MeV. Ouralulations have been performed for the interations of two deformed nu-lei with orientation angle �1 = �2 = 60Æ [13℄. The �rst and seond orderorretions of the eikonal phase shifts have been onsidered in our alula-tions. We have found that inluding the �rst and seond order orretions tothe eikonal phase shift does not give substantial improvement between theexperimental data and the theoretial alulations for the elasti satteringdi�erential ross-setion. Inluding the �rst and seond order orretionsto the eikonal phase shift and onsidering the target and the projetile asdeformed nulei do not hange the behavior of the near-side and the far-sidedistributions. The rainbow sattering angle values derease when inludingthe �rst and seond order orretions to the eikonal phase shift as we ansee from alulating the de�etion funtion.
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